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Section One

1.2.1  Land Uses

Predominantly residential, with a strong mixed-use centre, will 
help to establish a vibrant urban environment, attractive to all 
users, including new businesses and local service providers 
creating a viable and sociable community.  

1.2.2  Heights
             
Heights will be sympathetic with neighbouring character.  In most 
cases these are 2-3 storeys.  The main streets, in particular, will 
encourage increases of scale with a greater proportion of taller 
units, including a mix of 3 storey units or above.

1.2.3  Density

Higher densities will be focused to the north eastern areas around 
the local centre and in close proximity to Waterlooville town centre. 
Medium densities will be focused around the local residential 
character.
Lower densities respond to the sensitive landscape features of the 
site predominantly in the south. 

1.2  Regulating the development parameters
The Parameter Plans, as tested by the Environmental Impact Assessment, should be followed when designing individual layouts.  Illustrative versions are included in the Masterplan Design Document 
which set out the key parameters approved by the outline planning permission.  These parameters therefore, form a signifi cant part of the process of regulating development and are summarised within 
the Regulating Plan, explained further in paragraph 1.2.7.  The Regulating Plan sets out the key strategic design criteria for the delivery of the development and helps to defi ne the general character and 
the important public aspects of the development.  The Code is derived from the combination of these parameters and surrounding infl uences. 
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1.2.5  Open Space

The key fi xed structural elements of open space include: the 
western countryside edge, the River Wallington corridor, Plant Row 
as the central green spine, Town Park forming the central edge to 
London Road, and the clusters of woodland and open space to the 
south (including the SINC).
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Site boundary Woodland buffer
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footpath (off site)

Hedgerow corridors

Site boundary

1.2.6  Landscape

Hedgerows to be retained as a feature where identifi ed within the 
Regulating Plan, in accordance with Environmental Statement. 
Woodland features retained and protected by 20m buffer space 
adjoining Plant Row. Strong east-west connections required using 
existing vegetation corridors. Detailed nature conservation strategies 
are contained within the MDD,
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Section One

1.2.4  Movement

The strategy is to create a legible hierarchy of streets.  Pedestrian 
and cycle movement has an east-west emphasis to connect 
existing Waterlooville to the wider rural network of lanes, footpaths 
and bridleways.
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Section Two: Identity Areas 

2.1 Identity areas

Phase 1

Identity Areas plan

The Identity Areas Plan is derived from the Regulating Plan (pg 10, Section 01) which is 
the culmination of the key requirements derived by the Parameter Plans.  The Identities 
arise directly from the variations of existing site characteristics (landscape, site features, 
contours, and adjoining uses) and the roles and responsibilities of the masterplan (land 
use, density, scale).  The Identity Areas are as follows: 

1. Market Town: A higher density area which incorporates the mixed–use quarter of the 
local centre, with its range of local shops, primary school, health and community facilities 
set around a square.  The area also includes residential areas, as well as commercial 
and employment to the north and east.  The area creates a key connection and gateway 
towards Waterlooville town centre as part of the main northern entrance into Berewood 
from Maurepas Way.  This Identity Area incorporates Phase 1 (194 new homes), which 
started construction in 2012. 

2. Garden Suburb: This medium density residential led area will need to respond to the 
existing strong landscape characteristics in terms of vegetation and landform.  East of 
Plant Row is defi ned by gentle sloping topography and relatively more open landscape.  To 
the west of Plant Row there is a more dominant hedgerow structure to the fi eld patterns 
and, although sloping, it has a more regular landform.  The Garden Suburb straddles 
Plant Row, the wooded spine to the development.  It also includes the Town Park and the 
interface with London Road to the east.  Finally Plant Farm, the historic farmhouse, forms 
an important part of the identity of the development, adjoining the Town Park.  Whilst it is 
also within the Garden Suburb, its historic relevance will mean that new development will 
need to be responsive to the farm setting of the Listed Building to create a special place 
within the local townscape of the area.

3. The Hamlets: This is an entirely residential area designed as a series of clusters set 
within the existing strong landscape structure of woodland and open spaces, including 
protected woodland and a SINC, as well as the cemetery site to the south.

4. Employment Hub: This provides the largest proportion of employment and forms a 
land use relationship to adjoining employment areas in the Brambles Industrial Estate and 
the employment area for the Taylor Wimpey development to the north.  This Identity Area 
includes the main street link north towards Hambledon Parade via the Taylor Wimpey 
development.

5. Countryside and River Wallington Corridor: This is a landscape Identity Area that 
provides a strong green structure and edge to the development and is characterised by 
new greenways, woodland planting, SuDS and areas of local agricultural.  The east-west 
green corridor will be characterised by a restored meandering river and greenway links 
from the Waterlooville town centre (east) to the countryside (west).
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Section Two: Garden Suburb - design codes  design 
code

 

2.3.1 Identity 

The Garden Suburb identity area is led by the existing and new 
landscape characteristics of the area, providing a strong green 
framework for medium density development.  It responds to the 
existing hedgerow network to the west of Plant Row and the space 
created by the new Town Park west of London Road.  The Identity 
Area is also framed by existing woodland (Plant Row, Barnfi eld 
Row and Newlands Row).  The western edge of the Identity 
Area responds to the context of the managed landscape of the 
countryside edge.  The eastern edge is defi ned by the existing 
suburban housing along London Road. 

2.3.2  Existing characteristics

The area is defi ned by a mixture of strong wooded features and 
rolling landscape.  Land west of Plant Row has a strong patchwork 
fi eld pattern enclosed by indigenous hedgerows.  East of Plant 
Row the land is more exposed, with a undulating topography.  The 
high point is west of London Road (58m AOD) and gently slopes 
down toward the south west and north to 48m AOD), which allows 
for more distant views north.  All of the land has been used for 
agriculture, predominantly for grazing cattle as part of Plant Farm.

2.3.3  Proposed qualities

The key elements that make up the character of the Identity Area 
include:

Residential development, predominantly family housing, • 
framing a new Town Park and providing a frontage to London 
Road.
Focal buildings at key points to enclose views on the arrival • 
from Milk Lane/ London Road.
Small scale green squares and parks within residential • 
development.
Multi-functional communal green spaces, incorporating food • 
growing, SuDS and informal play ( as defi ned in MDD).
Formal allotment space to south of River Wallington.• 
The creation of a tree-lined north-south main street.• 
Linear green spaces (east-west).• 
Medium density development at 29 to 36 dwellings per hectare, • 
with lower density around Plant Farm of 20 to 28 dph.
A maximum building height of up to 12m to ridge around Town • 
Park and to the north west of the Identity Area; elsewhere 
buildings no higher than 9m to ridge.  Additional height is 
allowed for landmark buildings of an additional 3m in height 
at key points of the development ( in accordance with the 
building heights parameter plan).
Biodiverse habitats integrated into the landscape structure of • 
the development.

2.3.4  Structure

The urban structure is less formal than the market Town Identity 
Area.  It is relatively loose but formal grain with continuous frontages, 
framing public realm (streets and spaces).

A setting will need to be created to the Primary School on the 
western part of the Identity Area through the use landscape and  
the creation of an active frontage of development onto the adjoining 
Main Streets.

The Garden Suburb Identity Area has a strong landscape 
structure (setting and street scene) through the use of existing and 
proposed landscape features and street planting, which includes 
the proposed Town Park.

2.3 Area 2: Garden Suburb

Garden Suburb Identity Area location plan
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Section Two: Garden Suburb - design codes  design 
code

Section Two: Garden Suburb

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS:

GS04.02 Plant Farm Area

Alternative approach to the area around Listed Farmhouse 
compared to the rest of Identity Area

GS04.02.01 Roof pitch minimum 35o

GS04.02.02 Mix of roof types - gable, full hip and half hip pitched roof
GS04.02.03 Potential for deep recesses to gables on barn structures
GS04.02.04 Continual variation in roof line required
GS04.02.05 Up to two units before break in roof line

SHOULD NOT INCLUDE
GS04.02.06 Flat roofs

Typical roof line found in Bournville Park, Birmingham, with ridge running parallel to street and the use of 
gabled features and occasional pitch running for the whole fi rst fl oor

Typical roof line and eaves details appropriate to Garden Suburb - found in Bournville, Birmingham

CODE GS04 Roofs and eaves

Details appropriate to Plant Farm

EXPLANATORY 04: Illustrations of code requirements

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS:

GS04.01: Residential
GS04.01.01 Use gable pitched roof with ridge running parallel to the 
street
GS04.01.02 Breaks in roof line created by breaks created by predominant 
use of detached, semi detached and short terraces, as well as the use of 
chimneys
GS04.01.03 Pitch of roof may continue to soffi t of ground fl oor with 
dormers appearing at fi rst fl oor level
GS04.01.04 No deep boxed eaves

NON-MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS:

CAN INCLUDE 
GS04.01.05 Gable features to front elevations are suitable (often in pairs 
of semi detached properties) 
GS04.01.06 Flat roofs are acceptable only for feature/ landmark buildings 

Garden Suburbs, have roofs with 
the ridge running parallel to the 
street, frequently with gable bays 
facing.  Pitch roofs sloping to lower 
fl oor within part of the elevation 
create a more arts and crafts feel 
to the development.
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Garden Suburbs, have roofs with 
the ridge running parallel to the 
street, frequently with gable bays 
facing.  Pitch roofs sloping to lower 
fl oor within part of the elevation 
create a more arts and crafts feel 
to the development.
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Section Two: Garden Suburb - design codes

CODE GS03A Materials

Roof tiles: Example types orange/red plain clay tiles.  Slate - hard and soft 
grey.

Metal and glass cladding: High quality cladding will be acceptable on non residential 
buildings, subject to design and quality of materials.

Elevations: Mix of stock brick types in south Hampshire

Bricks: Red/ orange bricks in 
south Hampshire, appropriate 
to Market Town area.  Most 
appropriate for residential or 
small domestic courtyards of 
employment/ mixed use. 
Alternatives: Contemporary use 
of terracotta cladding tiles, use of 
glazed cladding.

PLANT FARM AREA

� Note: The Plant Farm area includes the Grade II Listed farmhouse and its 
setting.  Therefore fi nal details and materials will need to be agreed with the LPA.  
It is important that the form and use of materials refl ect form and materials of the 
Farmhouse, as well as its setting, and therefore the approach differs from the rest 
of the Garden Suburbs Identity area.

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

GS03A.01 Elevations 
GS03A.01.01 Brick: Clay stock brick (orange/red) predominate, predominantly linked 
directly into courtyard walls
GS03A.01.02 Timber cladding (especially to barn style structures)

NON MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS
GS03A.01.03 Occasional use of clay hanging tiles on bays/ features
GS03A.01.04 Occasional use of checker bond to elevations possible

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

GS03A.02 Roof
GS03A.02.01 Predominant: Plain clay tiles (reds) 
GS03A.02.02 Slate 

GS03A.03 Rainwater goods
GS03A.03.01 Metal guttering (black or white)

GS03A.04 Fenestration materials
GS03A.04.01 Timber
GS03A.04.02 Metal
GS03A.04.03 No UPVC

Tile hanging: High quality 
hanging tiles used to highlight 
features such as bays and 
dormers.

EXPLANATORY 03A: Illustrations of code requirements

Plant Farmhouse: Use of red stock bricks (Flemish bond) and plain clay tiles, with slate roof addition

Garden Suburb location plan
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Section Two: Garden Suburb - design codes

GS05.01 General Garden Suburb Area (Residential) 
GS05.01.01 Windows in proportion and responsive to elevation design, creating 
vertical rhythm to fenestration
GS05.01.02 Bay windows over 2 storeys are commonly used as feature to the frontage
GS05.01.03 Timber or metal windows on Main Street (primary) and adjoining public 
open space 

CAN INCLUDE
GS05.01.04 Metal frames (white or black) if appropriate to design of building
GS05.01.05 Gabled dormer windows to roof space for additional storey of 
accommodation
GS05.01.06 High quality GRP doors or similar acceptable as an alternative to wood

NOT PERMITTED:
GS05.01.07 UPVC doors and windows 

GS05.02 Plant Farm Area
The following details relate only to the area associated with the historic Plant Farm; 

full details will need to be agreed with LPA
GS.05.02.01 Windows in proportion and responsive to elevation design
GS.05.02.02 Strong vertical fenestration rhythm on public frontage, including barn 
style buildings (including conversion)
GS.05.03 Plant Farmhouse: Painted timber painted windows on Listed Building (where 
required and subject to details)
GS.05.04 Timber or metal fenestration to new build

NOT PERMITTED:
GS.05.02.05 UPVC doors and windows 

NON MANDATORY
GS.05.02.07 Full height glazed features to emphasise openings, especially to larger 
barn like structures to emphasise gables and fi ll height entrances (conversion or new 
build)

GENERAL GARDEN SUBURB AREA
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

Strong vertical rhythm of fenestration with horizontal built form in Bournville Park Bay windows create feature

CODE GS05 Fenestration

Bay windows create feature

Use of glazed inserts 
and windows into existing 
or designed opening 
within elevations on barn 
conversions and ‘barn style’ 
buildings

Use of painted half glazed doors is typical in 
Garden Suburbs

A: PLANT FARM AREA - 
RIGHT AND BELOW
Windows and openings emphasise 
horizontal form in barn style 
buildings, and vertical form of 
gables 

A: PLANT FARM AREA - 
RIGHT Doorways to barn style 
buildings either full timber with small 
window or full glazing as part of 
elevational feature 

EXPLANATORY 05: Illustrations of code requirements
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Section Two: Garden Suburb - design codes

2.3.5 Identity precedents

This area is proposed to be predominantly residential and will 
include a broad range of house types, set within a backdrop of 
existing woodland (Plant Row, Barnfi eld Row and Newlands Row), 
the existing hedgerow structure (particularly to the west) and 
adjoining parkland and open spaces (including the proposed Town 
Park).  Precedents include: Bournville, Bournville Park, Letchworth, 
Chilbolton Avenue, Winchester, and similar high quality Garden 
Suburbs.  Additionally the Identity Area will need to respond to 
Purbrook to the south of the development.

Identity Area: Illustrations of character and form

Aerial view of Bournville Park, Birmingham
Main street with well landscaped buffer and footpath, Medway, Kent.

Typical street Bournville 
Park, Birmingham

Bolnore village, Essex

Almere Bruiten - example of new 
development in strong landscape 

structureTypical street Bournville Park, BirminghamTypical street in Letchworth

Berewood Design Code - Extracts from garden suburb design code

Application site
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Constraints and opportunities plan

Development Parcel Boundaries

Primary Road Infrastructure (Approved)

Secondary Street

Future Primary Road Link

Central Green

Development Frontage

Opportunity for up to 3 Storey Development

Opportunity for Landmark Building

SUD’s 

Existing Woodland Retained

Noise

Gas Compound Contained

Gas Easement

Overall Masterplan Context 

Public Right of Way

A3 London Road

Key
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Figure and ground analysis of proposed development
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Section Two: Garden Suburb - design codes  design 
code

CODE GS01 Scale and structure

Up to 9m 
(up to 2.5 storeys)

Up to 12m 
(up to 3 storeys)

Potential Local Landmarks
(up to 1 storeys higher than 
surrounding heights)
Contour lines
Every 2m

Building height parameters for Garden Suburb Identity Area

GRAIN of built form: Illustration of Bournville Park, Birmingham.  
Relatively loose grain, with continual frontages with subtle 
varying set backs from street.  Predominantly semi detached 
and apartment blocks on corners. 

EXPLANATORY 01: Illustrations of code requirements

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS:

GS01.01: Set Back - Residential
Note: Specifi c rules set out in relevant part of CODE GS02 Land Use 
Note: Minimum service margin of 500mm required in all areas.

GS01.01.01 Main Street: 3-5m from pavement edge, continual frontage
GS01.01.02 Residential Street: 1.5-4m, continual frontage, with breaks every 
2-3 plots
GS01.01.03 Additional increased setbacks of 9m on dwellings when coinciding 
with a street tree to provide adequate space

GS01.02: Enclosure of public space (ratio between height of buildings 
and street plant and width of space)
Note: Enclosure ratio is Height and Width (h to w):
GS01.02.01 Public spaces: predominantly green links and informal green 
spaces: enclosure ratio of 1 to 4
GS01.02.02 Main Street enclosure ratio 1 to 3.5
GS01.02.04 Residential Streets enclosure ratio of up 1 to 2.5 
GS01.02.05 Public realm overlooked by active frontages (windows and habitable 
rooms)

GS01.03: Heights
GS01.03.01 Must be in accordance with the approved parameters plans as 
summarised within the Regulating Plan
GS01.03.02 Maximum height of up to 12m to ridge (  see parameter in 
Section 01) in north-west and central east
GS01.03.03 Up to 9m to ridge in southern and south western part of Identity 
Area ( see parameter in Section 01)
GS01.03.04 Landmark buildings of an extra storey in height (3m) in accordance 
with building heights parameter 
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Figure and ground extracted from design code

Grain of built form: Illustration of Bournville Park, Birmingham.

Relatively loose grain, with continual frontages with subtle varying 
set backs from street. Predominantly semi detached and apartment 
blocks on corners.
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Developable Area

Density plan
Density

Net Developable Area = 7.93 HA
Total Dwellings  = 246
Dwellings Per Hectare   = 31dph
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Storey heights plan

Figure and ground extracted from design code
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1. BOURNVILLE VILLAGE

© Getmapping plc  2013. Plotted Scale -  1:1250
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Figure and ground extracted from design code
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Figure and ground extracted from design code
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Figure and ground extracted from design code


